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Abstract: Technical analysis method of predicting stock 

charges primarily based on historical fee and buying and 

selling styles. Technical analysts agree with the 

marketplace can be anticipated in terms of route and 

value. stock prices tend to transport with the market due 

to the fact they react to numerous call for and deliver 

forces. 

      Technical analysis is the look at of charges and 

quantity, for forecasting of destiny inventory fee or 

monetary charge actions. Technical analysis can assist 

investors anticipate what is "in all likelihood" to manifest 

to charges over the years. Technical analysis is not an 

specific technology. it is an artwork and takes vast enjoy. 

however do not worry each person with every know-how 

can analyze it. 

       The proportion fee movements are analyses broadly 

with approaches, particularly, important technique and 

the practical method. Essential method studies the share 

charge on the foundation of economics, enterprise and 

organization figures. The technical analyst specially 

studies the stock price motion of the security market. If 

there's an uptrend within the fee movement investor may 

also purchase the scrip. With the beginning of fall in rate 

he might also promote it and move from the scrip. 

Essentially, technical analysts and the essential analyst 

goal at accurate go back on venture. 

 
Key words: Commodity, percentage charge, Technical 

analysis, Silver, Gold, Copper, herbal fuel, Crude Oil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
A method of appraising securities by using trusting on 

the idea that market statistics, such as charts of rate, 

extent[1-6], and open attention, can help predict future 

(typically brief-term) marketplace developments. In 

contrast to fundamental evaluation, the intrinsic fee of the 

security isn't always careful. Technical analysts trust that 

they are able to precisely expect the future fee of a stock 

by searching at its historical costs and different trading 

variables. Technical evaluation assumes that market 

thinking affects buying and selling in a way that allows 

foreseeing when a stock will upward thrust or fall. 

Because of this [7-9], many practical analysts also are 

marketplace timers who trust that practical evaluation 

may be implemented just as without difficulty to the 

market as a whole as to a character stock[10-15]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 
TAYLOR, Mark P., and Helen ALLEN, 1992.using 

Technical analysis inside the forex market. magazine of 

international cash and Finance, eleven(three), 304–314. 

 Neely1  (1998) Reconciles the reality that the use of 

technical buying and selling guidelines to alternate 

against US intervention in forex markets may be 

profitable, yet, lengthy-term, the intervention has a 

tendency to be profitable. 

       Cesari and Cremonini2 (2003) Make an extensive 

simulation assessment of popular dynamic strategies of 

asset allocation and find that technical analysis simplest 

plays nicely in %fic markets. 

Pring, Martin J3  (2002) The technical approach to 

investing is basically a mirrored image of the idea that 

charges flow in developments which can be decided by 
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the converting attitudes of buyers closer to a variety of 

financial, economic, political and mental forces. The art 

of practical analysis for its far an artwork is to discover 

trend adjustments at an early degree and maintain a 

funding posture till the burden of the proof shows that the 

trend has been upturned. 

 

2.1 Scope of the Study 

 

This study mainly emphases on investment decision by 

forecasting future stock price actions through the use of 

practical analysis[16-18]. This study is based on five 

designated commodities. Silver, Gold, Copper, Natural 

Gas, Crude Oil. 

❖ To help the investor in making choices based on 

reports. 

❖ This study helps to identify the signals of 

commodities market. 

❖ This study helps to know commodity market in both 

MCX & NCDEX exchanges. 

 

2.2 Need of the Study 
 

Technical analysis is a very significant to know stock 

market trend, breath, strength of trend. To make a big 

money in stock market it is essential to know stock 

market trend and strength of the trend[19]. After doing 

good study of technical needles you can easily identify 

stock market trend, trend setback, and major top or major 

bottom. This study works on the theory that market price 

at any given point in the reflect all known factors moving 

supply and demand for a particular market. 

 This study is usually apply series of precise 

measurement and controls designed to monitor market 

movement and interchange decision are based on signals 

made by charts, manual controls, computers,(or) their 

combination. 

 

2.3 Objectives of the Study 

 
To study on the performance of the commodity market 

based on technical analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Secondary Objective 

 

❖  To analyze the price movements of selected 

commodities. 

❖  To indicate buy signals and sell signals for the 

selected commodities. 

❖  To offer suggestion to the investor in making 

investment choice.  

   

2.4 Limitation of Study 

 
❖ The study is confined to limited period of three 

months only. 

❖ Only technical analysis is used for the selected 

commodities. 

 

2.5 Research Methodology 

 
The type of Research adopted is Analytical Research. 

The data used is Secondary data.  

 

2.6 Research Tool 

  
1) Moving Average. 

2) Relative strength index (RSI) 

3) Rate of changes (ROC) 

4) Commodity channel index (CCI) 

 

2.7 Simple Moving Average (SMA)   

 

This is the most common method used to calculate the 

moving average of prices. It simply takes the sum of all 

of the past closing prices over the time period and 

divisions the result by the number of prices used in the 

control. For example, in a 10-day moving average, the 

last 10 closing prices are added composed and then 

divided by 10. As you can see in Figure 1, a trader is able 

to make the average less receptive to changing prices by 

cumulative the number of times used in the calculation. 

Cumulative the number of time periods in the calculation 

is one of the best ways to gauge the asset of the long-term 

trend and the probability that it will contradictory. 

  

2.8 Relative strength index (RSI 

 
RSI was developed by Wells Wilder. It is an oscillator 

used to classify the inherent technical strength and 
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weakness of a particular market.RSI can be calculated by 

the following formula 

��� =       100 − (
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),   
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2.9 Rate of changes (ROC) 
 

The ROC measures the rate of alteration between the 

current price and the price ‘n’ number of days in the past. 

ROC helps to find out the overbought and oversold 

positions in scrip. Closing price is used to calculate the 

ROC. Daily closing prices are used for the daily ROC 

and weekly closing prices for weekly ROC. ROC can be 

calculated by the following formula  

��� =
��� ! ′"#$%&'

#$%&' ′(′� !′") &*
× 100 

 

3. Commodity channel index (CCI) 
 

The commodity channel index (CCI) is an oscillator used 

to identify cyclical trends in a security. It gained its name 

because it was originally used to analyze commodities. 

The CCI formula is as follows: 

��� =
#$%&' − ,-

0.015 × 0
 

 

3.1 Findings 

 

Its shows that the price  is  a increasing trend during first 

8 days,  Nov  5
th
 it started to fall up to Nov  15

th      
in  

using  method in simple moving average ,  Silver 

commodity price up ward penetration of the moving 

averages would indicate possibility to further rise gives 

buy signals on Nov 15
th 

. 

➢ Its shows that the price  is  a decreasing trend during  

last days,   Nov  3
rd

it started to fall down to  Nov  26
th
 

. In using method in simple moving average, Crude 

Oil commodity price down ward penetration of the 

moving averages would indicate possibility to further 

fall   hence sell signals on Nov8
th
. 

➢ Its shows that the price  is  a increasing trend, Oct 5
th
 

it started to fall up to Oct  27
th 

.In  using  method in 

simple moving average, Gold commodity price up 

ward penetration of the moving averages would 

indicate possibility to further rise gives buy signals 

on Oct 7
th
. 

 

➢ Its shows that the price is a decreasing trend, Nov 

14
th
 it started to fall down to Nov26

th
 . In using 

method in simple moving average, Copper 

commodity price down penetration of the moving 

average indicates the further fall hence sell signals on 

Nov 14
th
.  

➢ Its shows that the price is a increasing trend, Dec 3
rd

it 

started to fall up to Dec14
th
. In using method in 

simple moving average. Natural Gas commodity 

price up ward penetration of the moving averages 

would indicate possibility to further rise gives buy 

signals on Dec 5
th
.  

  

3.2 Relative Strength Index 

 
➢ Its shows that the price is moves in 15 times 

positively, and the decline moves four times 

negatively. Up trend is conformed the indicate 

possibility to further rise gives buy signals for Silver.  

➢ Its shows that the price is moves in 9 times 

positively, and the decline moves 8 times negatively. 

Up trend is conformed the indicate possibility to 

further rise gives buy signals for crude oil. 

➢ Its shows that the price is moves in 11 times 

positively, and the decline moves 8 times negatively. 

Up trend is conformed the indicate possibility to 

further rise gives buy signals for gold.  

➢ Its shows that the price moves in 12 times positively, 

and the decline moves 7 times negatively. Up trend is 

conformed the indicate possibility to further rise 

gives buy signals for Copper.  

➢ Its shows that the price moves in 7 times positively, 

and the decline moves 11 times negatively. Down 

trend is conformed the indicate possibility to further 

fall hence sell signals on Natural Gas. 

 

3.3 Rate of Changes 
 

➢ Its shows that the price is a increasing trend .The 

commodity is in the overbought region. The 

commodity price up ward penetration of the ROC 

would indicate possibility to further rise gives buy 

signals for Silver.  

➢ Its shows that the price is a decreasing trend .The 

commodity is in the over sold region. The 

commodity price up down ward penetration of the 

ROC would indicate   the further fall hence sell 

signals on crude oil.  
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➢ Its shows that the price is a increasing trend .The 

commodity is in the overbought region. The 

commodity price up ward penetration of the ROC 

would indicate possibility to further rise gives buy 

signals for Gold.   

➢ Its shows that the price is a increasing trend .The 

commodity is in the overbought region. The 

commodity price up ward penetration of the ROC 

would indicate possibility to further rise gives buy 

signals for Copper. 

➢ Its shows that the price is a increasing trend .The 

commodity is in the overbought region. The 

commodity price up ward penetration of the ROC 

would indicate possibility to further rise gives buy 

signals on natural gas. 

 

3.4 Commodity Channel Index 

 

The Commodity Channel Index (CCI) is used as a 

coincident or main indicator. As a coincident indicator, 

surges above +ve reflect strong fee motion that could 

signal the beginning of an uptrend.  The fee desk shows a 

growing trend .The commodity is in the overbought area 

on silver.  

 The Commodity Channel Index (CCI) may be 

used as both a coincident or main indicator. Plunges 

underneath –ve, reflect susceptible rate action which 

could sign the begin of a downtrend.  The rate desk 

shows a lowering fashion .The commodity is in the 

oversold area on Crude oil[21]. 

 The Commodity Channel Index (CCI) is used as 

both a coincident or leading indicator. Plunges 

underneath  -ve, reflect weak rate movement that can 

signal the start of a downtrend. The price desk indicates a 

reducing fashion .The commodity is within the oversold 

vicinity on Copper. 

 The Commodity Channel Index (CCI) may be 

used as either a coincident or leading indicator. Plunges 

under-ve, replicate vulnerable price movement that can 

signal the beginning of a downtrend. The charge desk 

suggests a decreasing trend .The commodity is in the 

oversold vicinity on herbal fuel. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

3.5 Suggestions 

 

3.5.1 Silver 

 

➢ Silver will be better in future. so the investors would 

indicate possibility to further rise gives buy  indicates 

for Silver.  

➢ Crude oil is not favor in future. So the investors 

would indicate   the further fall hence sell indicates 

for crude oil. 

Gold 
➢ Gold will be better in future. so the investors would 

indicate possibility to further rise gives buy indicates  

for  Gold. The commodity is in the overbought 

region.  

Copper 
➢ Copper is not favoring in future. So the investors 

would indicate   the further fall hence sell indicates 

on Copper. The price shows a decreasing trend. 

Natural Gas 

➢ Natural Gas is not favor in future. So the investors 

would indicate   the further fall hence sell indicates 

on Natural Gas. The price shows a decreasing trend. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
Detail study was undertaken about the performance of the 

commodity market based on technical analysis and also a 

market research conducted among the BMA Wealth 

Creators Pvt Ltd at Chennai. Tools are used to the 

investor to get knowledge about the future movement of 

commodities. The investors can easily understand the 

market situation.The tools used for the study namely 

Simple Moving Average (SMA), Relative strength index 

(RSI), Rate of changes (ROC), Commodity channel 

index (CCI) indicate the position of price and volume 

traded of various commodities. This further gives the 

investors signals an buying or selling of the commodities 

.Hence the study   would depict the situation in the 

market finally revealing to the investors the profitable 

periods of investments. 
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